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ABSTRACT: Cloud computing have brought great convenience for data sharing and data storage. The large no. of    
participants are sharing data in cloud. security issues like integrity, efficiency and privacy of the user should maintained 
while sharing the data in cloud. In cloud storage services, managing data is a major challenge as data is increasing 
continuously. For the management of data, deduplication is a well-known technique of data compression to remove 
duplicate copies of data in storage over a cloud. Data deduplication provides lot of benefits in cloud for security and 
privacy of data. Deduplication highly used in cloud storage to minimize storage space. In traditional deduplication used 
convergence encryption which provides confidentiality but do not check duplicates with some differential privileges. In 
this paper secured deduplication implemented to protect data security with differential privileges of user. The files are 
encrypted with differential privilege keys to provide robust security. Only the marked files are allowed to duplicate 
check by the user. The third party auditor can audit the data and verify the users presence of file deduplication in cloud. 
Auditor audits and verifies the uploaded file on a time .This paper useful for user and storage provider by auditing 
technique and deduplication technique respectively. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 CLOUD: It is a widespread innovative technology. This one is the growth of many computing (distributed, grid, 

parallel), and is the evolution and amalgamation of Virtualization, Utility computing, Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), 
Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS). Cloud is basically a representation to define web 
as a space where computing has been pre-installed which exists as an application; facility, storage, operating systems, 
data and processing power exists on the web ready to be shared. Cloud computing is a Pay-per-Use-On-Demand mode 
to users. Shared IT resources can be conveniently accessed by it through the Internet. IT resources include storage, 
application, network, server, service and so on and they can be deployed with much easy and quirk manner and it 
requires minimum management and also easy interactions with service providers. Cloud computing can improve the 
obtainability of IT resources and has many advantages over other computing techniques. IT infrastructure can be used 
by users with Pay-per-Use-On-Demand mode. It would bar the cost to purchase the somatic resources which might be 
vacant. Cloud computing is the result of evolution of IT services [3]. 

 
Internet has been a lashing force towards innumerable technologies that have been technologically advanced. Cloud 

computing paradigm has witnessed an enormous shift towards its adoption over the last few years and it has become a 
trend in the IT space as it assures new business potential and significant cost reductions to its users also providers. 
There are many leads of using cloud computing. Some of them include: [4] 

i)  Reduced hardware and conservation cost  
ii) Flexibility and highly automated processes 
iii) Accessibility around the globe 
 
A. NECESSITY 
Cloud storage provides extensively huge amount of data where it is been stored in virtualized pools of storage which 

are commonly hosted by 3rd parties. Cloud storage provides profits to the customers and helps in saving cost. These 
features connect more no. of customers and users to use the stored data their personal data to the cloud storage. 
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Cloud storage is one of the important service of the cloud computing. user can modify and share their outsourced 

data anywhere and anytime in the cloud[1]. 
 
In cloud storage data owner exchange data from their local computing system to the cloud .large no. Of data owners 

are ready to store data in the cloud [2]. 
Data Deduplication is an efficient process used in cloud storage to eliminate duplicate copies of data so that to 

improve storage space and optimize bandwidth.  
Deduplication is a great mechanism for data compression in cloud storage and to remove redundant data from the 

cloud storage. 
After secure deduplication process data auditing can be performing. The verification of the file can be done after 

Deduplication in cloud with the help of third party auditor. Auditor audits and verifies the uploaded file in a given time. 
 

II.   RELATED WORK 
 

Cloud storage reduces the heavy data load for the storage management and maintenance with some low cost location 
independent scalable platform. To solve security problem, audit services are used for the maintenance of outsourced 
data. PDP is a cryptographic method to verify data integrity and prevent data from unauthorized access. Audit services 
are the good technique to minimize the heavy workload on the cloud storage services [8]. 
 
TPA is use to verify the dynamic data i.e stored in the cloud storage .it is an efficient approach to secure the data [9]. 
 
POR protocol is used to prevent a static achieved file in cloud storage .it provides flexible and cost effective 
environments. POR allows critical information stored storage-as-a service in encrypted format. Hash tree is used for the 
block tag authentication to secure cloud storage [10]. 
 
Current auditing specifies a cloud, which presents an auditing method with the use of a MAP Reduce cloud which is 
use to create data tags formerly uploading and audit the reliability of data warehoused in the cloud[11]. 
 
Data deduplication is a technique which is to use to remove duplicate copies of data. The main objective of data 
deduplication is to improve storage efficiency. In traditional, deduplication chunks identify and store only one replica 
of data, for other replica logical pointers are created instead of  
 
sharing redundant data .Deduplication minimizes the both storage space and network bandwidth [7]. Deduplication is a 
process that makes data more scalable in cloud [6]. 
 
However, the current deduplication technique is a distributed deduplication to achieve reliability of data and the 
confidentiality of the user without using an encryption algorithm [5]. 
 

III. SYSTEM MODEL 
 
Cloud Storage: In cloud computing, cloud user is one who is responsible to take outsource data on public cloud 

storage which is used as public cloud. In this system always try to provide authentication to enter in system provide in 
which data is uploaded with set of privileges for accessing the data to download. 
 
Private cloud: Data owner and user are used for deduplication data with differential keys. 
Auditor: PA is an auditor which used as expertise and capabilities, whenever cloud user do not have trust to assess the 
cloud storage reliability. 
For each set of privileges and symmetric key is assigned and stored in private cloud. During the registration time, 
privileges are assigned to user according to identity given by the user, when user registers in to the system. Then, data 
owner with set of privileges upload and share file to users, the data owners is used for the identification and to send the 
file tag to the cloud server,   responsible for the verification of the data owner and computes the file token and allows 
the token send back to the data owner. 
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Now, this file token is sent by the data owner and request to upload a file to the storage provider. If any duplicates 
found the user request to proof of ownership protocol with the storage provider to prove he/she has an ownership of 
respective file. PoW results: if PoW of file is passed then pointer is allotted to that file. Otherwise no duplicates are 
found for the file. For the proof, storage provider will return the signature for the particular file. User sends the set of 
privileges and gives confirmation to the private cloud server and requested towards uploading the file. 
Now signature is verified by the private cloud server while receiving the call to upload file for the user. If signature 
verification result is passed, token file will be computed by private cloud, with each privilege from the privilege set 
given by the user which will return back to user. 
Now, user performs the encryption, user encrypts the file with a key k and the key k is encrypted in to cipher text with 
each key in the file token given by the private cloud server. Then, encrypted file, tag and encrypted key are uploaded by 
the user. To download file F, user decrypt the encoded file with a key k and acquire the original file F. 
The user is not sure about the presence of his/her file in the cloud. Now the auditing process supports to audit the files 
stored in the public storage. user assigns auditor from the cloud and sends the metadata of file which is going to upload 
in the cloud to the auditor. Auditor allocates an audit message to make assured that cloud server remembered the data 
file F in a given time, then a response message is generated from a function of the warehoused data file F and its 
metadata is verified by executing Gen Proof via the Verify Proof. TPA verifies the response for that particular data file. 
 

IV. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
 

Acronym Description 
(pkv,skv) Users public and secret key 

pair 
Kf Convergent encryption for file 

F 
Pv Privilege set of a user 
PF Specified Privilege set of File 

F 
Ø’F,P Token of the File with 

privilege p 
TPA Third Party Auditor 

 
Table 1.Notation 

A.Symmetric encryption 
A secret key k is used for encryption and decryption in symmetric encryption. There are three main function of 
symmetric encryption: 

 k is key generation algorithm  to generates k with the use of some security parameter. 
 Then, symmetric encryption algorithm uses a secret key k to convert plaintext in to cipher text. 
 Symmetric decryption algorithm uses a secret key k to convert cipher text in to plaintext. 

B.Convergent encryption 
During deduplication process convergent encryption     supports data confidentiality[12],[13]. A convergent key is used 
to encrypt the original data by the data owner or user. A tag is generated for each data Files, which is used to check 
duplicates. If two data copies are comparable then their tags are also identical. For the identification of duplicates , user 
sends tag to the server and check whether the identical copies of  the data present in the  cloud storage or not. 
Convergent encryption and tags are derived independently; the encrypted data and its respective tag will be piled at the 
server. There are main functions of convergent encryption: 

1. A key generation algorithm is derived to map data copy to a convergent key. 
2. Symmetric key algorithm takes convergent key and data facsimile as an input and then converts in to cipher text as 

a output. 
3. Then, decryption key algorithm takes convergent key and cipher text as a input and converts it in to original text 

as a output.  
4. Tag is generated by using an set of rules that maps the imaginative data copy and tag as output. 
C.Proof of ownership 
PoW is an interactive algorithm which is hosted by prover and verifier. PoW allows user to access data copies storage 
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in server by proving their ownership for it[14]. 
D. Identification Protocol 

Resilient and substantiate are the two phases of an identification protocol. In the first phase of Proof, A user or 
prover manifest his/her own identity to a verifier by identification proof which is related to his/her identify. A private 
key pkv is used by user or prover as a input , which is sensitive information as private key of public key in his/her 
certificate that he would not share with other user to maintain privacy. Now the verifiers allows for the verification with 
input of the public information pkv related to skv. The outcome of protocol is that verifier outputs either consent or 
discard for proof is passed or fail[15]. 

 
E. MAC- based Solution 

There are two methods to use MAC for authentication of a data. In trifling, data blocks are uploaded with their 
respective MACs to the server. Now, secret key sk sends to TPA. Then data blocks with their MACs can be retrieved 
by the TPA and check the correctness by sk. For verification process, TPA requires more knowledge about data blocks 
rather than high communication and computation complexities[16] 

 
V.   CONCLUSION 

 
Cloud have become more popular and are widely used for data sharing and data storage. The large no. of participants 
are added and use huge amount of data. As outsourced data are untreatable, security issues like integrity and 
confidentiality of data should maintained in cloud. Auditing technique is used to manage and audit the data and prevent 
data from unauthorized access in a hybrid cloud. As data in cloud is increasing continuously, some duplicates are 
present in cloud storage. Data deduplication is an effective method used to eliminate redundant data. Deduplication 
method maintains storage space and optimizes the bandwidth. In traditional, deduplication provides confidentiality with 
the use of convergent encryption but not allowed to check duplicates with differential privileges. To provide greater 
security files are encrypted with differential privilege key. Only the marked files are allowed for duplicate check by the 
user. The verification of the file can be done after deduplication in cloud with the help of third party auditor. Auditor 
audits and verifies the uploaded file in a certain time. This paper useful for user and storage provider by auditing 
technique and deduplication technique respectively.    
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